On **Wednesday, August 15th, 2012** Experian Simmons released the following new features and bug fixes to the Simmons OneView platform.

### New Features

1) **Simultaneous Login**
   a) A single Simmons OneView username and password combination can only be used for one active browser session. If a second instance is attempted, Simmons OneView will automatically terminate the initial login session. All unsaved work from the first login session will be lost.

### Bug Fixes

1) **Fatal Error Process (Profile Tab)**
   a) If a user encounters a fatal error, an error page will populate the window, directing users to the login page for Simmons OneView.

2) **Geo Mapping (Plan Tab)**
   a) A bug that prevented geographies with a “Not Valid” indicator from correctly drawing a map has been remedied.
   b) To limit potential fatal errors, a map action (e.g. zooming, panning) now must be completed before a user can request another action to be performed.

3) **Reach and Frequency (Plan Tab)**
   a) A bug that incorrectly displayed Total Cost estimates has been remedied.